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CLOSE-UP: INTERNATIONAL ARMOURED VEHICLES
To mark the International Armoured Vehicles Conference held in London from 22 to 25 January 2018 as the
world's premier armoured vehicles forum, European Security & Defence will publish a special pre-print supplement (circulation: 1,000) with advanced distribution at the event. Subsequently, this supplement will be part of
the regular February 2018 issue with a global circulation of more than 15,000.
European AFV Programmes
To the same extent that main
battle tanks have grown in terms
of size, weight, firepower and top
speed the armoured infantries'
mechanised combat vehicle
fleets have to respond to increased and more demanding requirements. A number of
European armies are in the process of modernising their AFV
fleets. The article looks at programmes and contenders.

6x6 SITREP
Thousands of armoured 6x6
vehicles are currently in
global use and serving for a
wide range of different applications including APC,
reconnaissance, anti-tank,
air defence artillery, ambulance, and others. A look at today's equipment status,
upgrade and modernisation efforts.

Remotely Controlled Weapon Stations
Personnel protection has become one of
the key issues for all first-tier armies.
Numerous systems have seen a considerable increase in their market, as they
ensure considerable casualty reduction.
Remotely Controlled Weapon Stations
(RCWSs) are definitely examples of such
systems. Their market, according to
some analysts, will increase from US$6.28billion in 2016 to
US$12.70 billion in 2022, thus doubling its figures within six
years with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
12.47% during the forecast period. The article looks at systems in use, requirements and development trends.

Armoured Ambulances

Discreet Uparmouring of Commercial Vehicles
With changing threats worldwide the security operatives, from
special forces mounting covert ops to small security teams
routinely operating in potentially hostile regions, need suitable
vehicles, protected and discreet, that will keep them safe as
they go about their daily business.
Other subjects include:
 Mobility vs. Protection
 Electric/Hybrid Technology Options for AFVs
 AFV Self-Defence Systems

Evacuation of casualties is a
fundamental aspect of medical
support. Movement of casualties is not just transportation to
a suitable Medical Treatment
Facility (MTF) but is part of a
continuum of patient treatment and care, and is therefore,
a medical responsibility. At no point in the chain of
evacuation must the level of care be reduced below that
received at the previous MTF. Modern protected ambulances make an essential contribution to this requirement.
Systems in use, designs, programmes.
LAND 400: Australia’s Army Modernisation
Australia’s LAND 400 programme aims to procure a
new land combat vehicle
system consisting of a
Combat Reconnaissance
Vehicle (CRV), an Infantry
Fighting Vehicle (IFV), a
Manoeuvre Support Vehicle (MSV), and an Integrated
Training System (ITS). The total cost of LAND 400 is
estimated at 20 billion Australian Dollars (AUD).
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Special pre-print supplement with advanced distribution at
the International Armoured Vehicles Conference, London
Editorial includes: Mobility vs.
Protection, Scout and Liaison
Vehicles, AFV Self-Defence
Systems, European AFV Programmes, 6x6 SITREP, Armoured Ambulances, Weapon Stations, Propulsion Options,
Discreet Uparmouring, Land 400 Assessment.
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(Pre-) Publication: 22 January 2018
Technology Focus: New Police and Military Personal
Weapons & Ammunition Developments
To mark this year’s
IWA/EnforceTac exhibitions in
Nuremberg, Germany, this issue will present a series of articles focussing on state-of-the-art technology, trends and requirements in the segment of hand weapons and ammunition for the individual soldier (pistols, assault and sniper rifles, submachine guns, grenade launchers) as well as dedicated weapons and ordnance for police forces.
Joint Forces/Land
 JoInt Fire Support Trends
Joint fire support is defined as joint fires that assist
air, land, maritime, and special operations forces to
move, manoeuvre, and control territory, populations,
airspace, and key waters.


Personal Equipment - Body Armour
Technology, Trends, Perspectives

UAV/UAS/RPAS
More than 600 types of UAS are currently in use in eighty nations. In this issue
this interest segment is addressed in a
series of expert articles:
 UAVs in European Service
 Tactical UAV Requirements
 UAS Detection and Countermeasures
Programme Subject to Modification

In the scope of the "Make in India" campaign the Indian Government's objective is to extend the local production share throughout the industrial capability spectrum and also covering defence materiel requirements
and programmes. Now that the Indian Armed Forces appear to be in
the market for quite a number of
European offers, this article assesses the industrial perspectives.
Air


The Swedish Air Force
Same as other European
air forces the Swedish Air
Force plans for their next
generation fighter to be fully
operational from 2027. The article considers the current status and looks at plans and programmes.


Multi/Special Mission Aircraft



Helicopter-borne Weapons



Air Droppable Armour

Sea
 MCMV Global Programme Review


Refugee Rescue at Sea
The rescue of refugees is a
new element of the operational profile of several European navies. As a result,
dedicated ship and boat designs are under consideration.


Naval Ground Attack Missiles
The engagement of targets
ashore has become a standard
capability requirement for modern navies. A market survey.

Training & Simulation
 Small Arms Training
 Mortar Training and Simulation
 Simulator Display Systems
Technology
 Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
 Command & Control in Civilian Environments
 CBRN (1); Stand-off Detection
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